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Pebbles' diverse shapes and colours inspired 
Bomma’s playful collection that invites you 
to express your creativity. It provides options 
for creating distinctive combinations. The 
crystal components of the Pebbles Collection 
are handblown originals. String the colourful 
shapes onto its inner light source as you wish 
and create elegant objects that transform 
into artworks in any interior. 
bomma.cz

4. Pebbles
Bomma

Hybrid from Chelsom is one of the signature 
ranges from the latest collection, Edition 27. 
Striking over scaled cylindrical heads give 
ambient room light through the matt opal 
glass top domes and directional task light 
from below. Heads swivel right/left with a 
mechanical stop to prevent over rotation.
www.chelsom.co.uk

1. Hybrid
Chelsom

Designed by Enzo Calabrese and Davide 
Groppi in 2011 Sampei immediately 
established itself as an icon of international 
design. Davide Groppi has decided to 
celebrate its 10th anniversary with a special 
and limited edition of 200 pieces made with 
golden finished details and engraved with the 
serial number.
www.davidegroppi.com

3. Sampei Limited Edition
Davide Groppi
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Studio d’Armes, in collaboration with Verre 
d’Onge, presents the Gigi Grande floor lamp. 
With its elegant geometry and its refined 
details, it stands in the space like a beacon 
of glass and light. Created under the breath 
of the glassblower, its shades and its glass 
components are unique, making each lamp 
an exclusive object.
www.darmes.ca

5. Gigi Grande
Studio d'Armes
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Navis, a figurative extension of the Latin 
word for ship or vessel, influenced the sleek 
design of this lighting collection. Propeller 
design and mechanics served as the naval/
aeronautical aesthetic reference for the Navis 
fixtures, which use the Lumifer brass T-shape 
as a main axial from which the articulated 
shades can pivot from. 
www.lumifer.us

6. Navis
Lumifer

Falling in love with the magical almond 
tree, Creativemary designers conceived 
this organic floor lamp to bloom forever. 
Highlighting the natural shape of the almond 
tree, the Almond floor lamp structure is 
made in brass mimicking tree branches. The 
brass shades personify the beautiful flowers 
and the details in a matt milky white glass.
creativemary.com.pt

2. Almond
Creativemary
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